
The new salad washer KW-81A from Kronen:

Innovative technology for mouthwatering clean food.

The No1for kitchen devices



For your peace of mind:
Only perfectly clean salads, 
fruit and vegetables will get 
onto plates and trays.
We at Kronen put 35 years of experience in 
kitchen and industry into our new vegetable 
washer KW-81A. It features adjustable washing
performance and a timer for heavily or lightly 
soiled salads. You can also just rinse clean 
non-soiled salads from the greenhouse in 
running water. After the washing cycle we give it
a good and efficient spin!



Like nature - your salads, fruit and 

vegetable come in all shapes and sizes!

You can choose the right program with

the push of a button - the rest will be 

done by our KW-81A.

The innovative technology of our washer model
will take care of particles which collect on the
surface of the water - like insects - as well as
sand and dirt which sink to the bottom. We are
not trying to do the impossible (like washing a
whole case of lettuce in a mere three liters of 
water!) - it is our aim to achieve perfectly clean
salads which are a joy to eat!

Using the machine is simple: choose your program with
the plus/minus button, then choose the washing intensity -
that‘s it! One more thing .... don‘t forget to remove the 
produce after 7-12 minutes!!!

Insects, wood particles etc. swim on the surface of the
water. Sand and dirt collect at the bottom. 
The KW 81A‘s filtering system will account for that: 
the filter at the side collects the floating particles, 
the one at the bottom collects the heavier dirt.



KRONEN KÜCHENGERÄTE GmbH
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The inside is designed for easy cleaning: with rounded 
corners and completely accessible. We‘ve thought of 
everything: there is even a water outlet so you can plug 
in a water jet for thorough cleaning.

This is what hygiene really looks like: stainless steel 
inside, rounded corners and edges, water jets at the 
bottom and at the sides, also made from stainless steel.
Everything is easily accessible, no need for special tools 
if you want to take it apart for thorough cleaning.

Nine different washing cycles: just choose one and press
the button! On the inside of the lid you‘ll find information
about which program to use: be it the rinsing program
which cleans by gently moving the water or by using the 
variable water jets for more heavily soiled produce. You
can follow the program on the display.
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The basket insert is also made from stainless steel, with
8mm holes - because it suits a huge variety of needs.
Two baskets are standard issue with every washer.

Technical data:
volume/ basket 2,5/3 kg,12/15 kg

working height 885 mm

voltage 230/1 V

washer pump 1100 W

motor 790 W

rotational motor for basket 350 W

total 1450 W

capacity/ container 70 Lt/c.

water consumption 65 Lt/c.

water inlet 3/4’’

water outlet Ø 28 mm

net weight 118 kg

gross weight 124 kg


